Directions for the implementation of information technologies in transport
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Abstract. The article presents an analytical review of information technologies in transport, identifies key areas, perspective development prospects.

1 Introduction
Like many sectors of the economy and manufacturing, the transport industry is at the stage of a digital transition. The governments of many countries have reached an understanding that the introduction of information technology into the daily and business life of people will make it possible to make a qualitative leap in development. The Government of the Russian Federation approved the Concept of training personnel for the transport complex until 2035 (Order of the Government of the Russian Federation of February 6, 2021, No. 255-r). According to this concept, the key challenges facing modern education in the field of transport are determined by the technological transformation of the transport industry and the world economy as a whole, digitalization, critical changes in the scientific and technological sphere, the structure of the labor market, based on IT solutions, cardinal shifts in approaches to organization, educational process and new educational technologies.

In this regard, it is necessary to highlight the main directions of development and implementation of information technologies in transport.

2 Material and methods
It is proposed to analyze the existing directions of development of information technologies in transport based on publications of leading domestic and foreign authors, materials of car manufacturers and leading enterprises of the industry.

3 Theory
Among the main directions of the use of information technologies in transport [1,2], the following can be distinguished:
- digital technologies in logistics [3-8];
- autonomous vehicles [9-12];
- transport information systems [13-15].
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In logistics, the use of Bigdata is widely used [8]. In logistics, the transportation of goods is influenced by many different factors: the loading of warehouses, traffic congestion, the condition of the vehicle fleet, the location of gas stations, service stations, etc. Optimization of the final stage of delivery of goods to the consumer is the most important task of logistics, for the solution of which all kinds of tools are required, including those based on working with big data. The cost of this task can be up to 28% of the total shipping cost.

For example, “Magnit” uses machine learning to predict demand in its stores: neural networks process big data on sales, consumer preferences, weather, holidays, social events and other external factors. Such BigData analytics allows you to identify non-linear relationships, predicting an increase in demand for goods. As a result of using this predictive analytics system, the retailer's revenue grew by 4 billion rubles a year.

A retailer such as “X5 RetailGroup” has launched an online big data analytics platform for its suppliers, which will allow the company's partners to generate reports on the history of purchases of their goods in the retail chains of the retailer. In this way, suppliers can analyze sales, identify sources of change in demand, learn about consumer switching to competing brands, determine customer rotation and changing needs.

Transport company “PEC” has launched its own Transportation Control Center (TCC) based on BigData. This significantly increased the accuracy of forecasting and planning of cargo transportation, as well as improved monitoring of balances in warehouses. The TCC allows real-time forecasting of the loading of 189 warehouses throughout Russia for a month in advance, processing more than 500 operations every second.

The main BigData technologies that are actively used in practice include:

- AkkaFramework for the development of parallel and distributed microservices on the JVM;
- SparkStreaming for streaming processing of big data;
- ApacheKafka for messaging between services;
- ApacheHadoop for storing historical data;
- PostgreSQL for urgent reporting;
- In-memoryDatabase for storing online data in memory.

The second direction of using information technologies in transport is the development of autonomous vehicles. According to the SAE classification, there are 5 levels of autonomy.

The first level of autonomy includes cars with adaptive cruise control: the car adheres to the speed of the vehicle in front. Lane Keeping Assist and Collision Warning Systems are also classified as Level 1.

Autonomous systems of the second level monitor the speed and control under certain conditions. They are able to correlate the speed of the vehicle with the speed of traffic, and also change the trajectory of movement when turning and rounding roads. Drivers constantly monitor the traffic situation in order to "take control" in an emergency.

The third level is conditional autonomy, when the autopilot system is on, the car can independently control the environment. This level assumes that the autopilot operates only at low speeds or in stable road conditions, such as on motorways. At the same time, the driver's hands must remain on the steering wheel, and if the situation becomes close to a traffic accident, then the car informs the driver about this, and he must take control.

The fourth level of autonomy includes all autonomous vehicles that move independently, but under the supervision of a driver in the car. No production vehicle currently equipped with autonomous features supports Level 4.

The fifth level of autonomy implies that the car independently moves on public roads without the accompaniment of a test driver or engineer. In theory, autonomous vehicles
from Yandex, Waymo (a Google project), Renault and some other companies are capable of this, but so far there is no absolute confidence in their safety and reliability.

To ensure the autonomy of vehicles, such components are used as:
- front camera on the windshield (high resolution cameras);
- stereo cameras;
- optical system;
- radar;
- ultrasonic sensors;
- microphones;
- LiDAR.

However, at present, the laws of many countries prohibit the use of autonomous vehicles on public roads due to the lack of the necessary infrastructure. The organization of transport information systems will help to solve this problem.

There are three approaches to the organization of transport information systems, namely:
- infrastructure (cloud);
- autonomous;
- combined.

All approaches have both advantages and disadvantages (Table 1).

As a result of the analysis of publications, it was found that autonomous vehicles can significantly reduce the number of road accidents due to the fact that they exclude the influence of the human factor on the occurrence of a road accident.

Table 1. Comparative characteristics of approaches to the organization of information systems in transport.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Dignity</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>high reliability; flexibility of the system; scalability; low requirements for unmanned vehicles (UAVs); low cost of UAVs</td>
<td>high cost of the entire complex as a whole; high system latency; dependence on infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Autonomous</td>
<td>low cost of the entire complex as a whole; independence from infrastructure; low system latency; versatility</td>
<td>high requirements for UAVs; high cost of UAVs; incompatibility with infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined</td>
<td>flexibility of the system; scalability; versatility; low system latency; independence from infrastructure</td>
<td>high cost of the entire complex as a whole; high cost of UAVs; high requirements for UAVs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The procedure for digital transformation in logistics should include a number of design solutions related to the formation of a communication network structure, an integrated supply chain planning system, an ecosystem of digital twins, as well as a digital platform for controlling and monitoring events in the supply chain.

It was revealed that without a deep study of the issue of transport information systems, it is impossible to connect digital technologies in logistics and autonomous vehicles.
4 Results and discussion

In an era of digital transformation and technology penetration, companies can make smarter and more informed decisions. Analysis and accounting of big data is also necessary in logistics, as it allows you to have better manageability of supply chains, to plan wisely and have a real, factual picture of the current state of affairs at every moment in time.

In the field of autonomous vehicle design, there is currently a lot of attention to components, but at the same time, decision algorithms are an integral part. It is this direction that should be given close attention.

For the most efficient organization of logistics operations and the operation of autonomous vehicles, it is necessary to implement transport information systems. This approach will reduce the costs of production processes, improve road safety and reduce the negative impact of transport on the environmental situation in large cities.
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